How to find us

Directions from Macquarie University train station

- Walk down Herring Road on the Macquarie University side keeping the shopping centre on your right
- Turn left down Innovation Road
- The EMC building will be the second building on your left.
- Enter the main entrance through the car park
Directions from Macquarie Shopping Centre bus stands

- Cross Herring Road using the traffic lights
- Turn right and walk down Herring Road
- Turn left down Innovation Road
- The EMC building will be the second building on your left.
- Enter the main entrance through the car park

Directions from Macquarie Drive bus stands

- Walk down the hill towards Eastern Road
- Cross Eastern Road, walk under building E3A and down the short flight of stairs
- Take the path that leads to the left
- Cross the creek and Research Park Drive
- After crossing Research Park Drive turn left and take the second path on your right.
- Take the first exit on your left into the EMC Building carpark
- Enter through the main entrance on your left

Directions from University Avenue bus stands

- Walk down the Hill keeping the cochlear building on your right
- Walk down to Research Park Drive and use the crossing to cross University Avenue
- Proceed down Research Park Drive and use the second crossing on the right
- After crossing the road turn left and take the second path on the right
- Take the first exit on your left into the EMC Building carpark
- Enter through the main entrance on your left